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This document is part of the European project Social Entrepreneurship
Empowering Development in Preschools (SEEDS). The project started in
September 2018 and will end in October 2020. It is funded by the European fund
Erasmus+ Strategic Partnerships for School EducaSon.

The SEEDS toolkit has been developed at the University of Bremen (Germany) by
the research group Digital Media in EducaSon (dimeb) in collaboraSon with all
project partners: Viﬁn (Vejle Municipality, Denmark), CUDIM (Aarhus University,
Denmark), CESIE (Palermo, Italy), and SYNTHESIS (Nicosia, Cyprus).

All ﬁles that are published as part of the SEEDS toolkit are licensed under the CreaSve
Commons A0ribuSon-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 InternaSonal license (CC BY-NC-SA
4.0).
You are free to:
• Share - copy and redistribute the material in any medium or
format
• Adapt - remix, transform, and build upon the material
Under the following terms:
• A7ribu9on - you must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and
indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in
any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.
• NonCommercial - You may not use the material for commercial purposes.
• Share alike - If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute
your contribuSons under the same license as the original.
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Purpose and contents of this document
This document is intended for educators who want to use the SEEDS toolkit in
their kindergarten or preschool. The SEEDS toolkit it a set of resource materials
that altogether allow for being creaSve using hands-on technology with children
from the age of three to six years in a preschool context. It contains diﬀerent sets
of resource materials that allow for using diﬀerent technologies, such as physical
robots and electrical circuits.
The ﬁrst part of this document (part A) focuses on what the SEEDS toolkits
contains and how to use it when you have a physical version of it at hand.
Further, this document describes what rules the SEEDS toolkit follows (part B). It
contains informaSon on the fundamental ideas that the designers followed, on
how it is supposed to be used, and also on how to further develop the SEEDS
toolkit. In part C of this document you will ﬁnd manuals on how the toolkit can
be produced in a fabricaSon laboratory (FabLab) or makerspace, and how it
could be adapted or extended to ﬁt your wishes and needs. In the appendix you
will ﬁnd shopping lists showing which parts you need and where to buy them.

Figure 1: „The SEEDS-world“ constructed by SEEDS educators
at the second internaSonal workshop in Bremen, Germany
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PART A :
Contents and usage of
the SEEDS toolkit
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1. The SEEDS toolkit
The SEEDS toolkit contains four diﬀerent sets of and around graspable
technologies, namely physical robots and electrical circuits. They are
available at the project’s partner institutions or can be produced, e.g. in a
FabLab or makerspace (see Part C of this document).
While we also worked a lot with iPad apps in the SEEDS project, those
will not appear in document since apps were not further developed
during this project. Here, we focus on physical resource materials that
were designed and developed together with kindergarten teachers and
children during the SEEDS project.

2. The SEEDS toolkit :: Physical robot sets
The SEEDS physical robot sets contain resource materials that were
developed for the use with existing robots that can be purchased in
stores or online. The aim was to develop resource materials and best
practice examples on how to (start) working with these robots in
kindergartens easily. Further, the materials support the SEEDS pedagogy
which has been developed concurrently.

Figure 2: The SEEDS Bee-Bot ® set
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2.1. Physical robots - the Bee-Bot® set
The Bee-Bot set is a wooden box that holds materials for working with
one robot in a productive and creative way. It can be used to get to know
the technology and its functionality in a rather predefined setting which
also allows for children to use it to create their own bee-worlds. One set
can be used with two to three children and it serves as a starting point for
working with a Bee-Bot. More sets can be used with larger groups of
children allowing for more collaboration amongst groups of children. The
set can also be put in a shelf in the kindergarten and children can play
with it in small groups without the need of an educator.
The set contains wooden jigsaw puzzle pieces of the size of one Bee-Bot
step. This way, children can invent pathways and „bee worlds“ by (re-)
arranging the pieces in diﬀerent ways and painting flowers or predators
on black pieces using chalk. Navigation plates help children to keep the
programmed commands in sight. For this Bee-Bot set we developed a
concrete workshop concept on how it can be used with preschool
children. You can find it on the SEEDS website.
The SEEDS Bee-Bot set contains:
• one Bee-Bot1 and USB power wire,
• 20 wooden jigsaw puzzle pieces in the size of one step of a Bee-Bot
(15 regular ones and five painted with chalk paint),
• navigation plates for easier programming,
• chalk and cloth,
• further space for further equipment such as a pen holder, tape and a
pen or alike.

2.2. Physical robots - the Ozobot set
The Ozobot set is a wooden box that holds materials for working with
one robot in a productive and creative way. It can be used to get to know
the technology and its functionality in a rather predefined setting which at
the same time allows for children to use it creating their own Ozobotworlds. One set can be used with two to three children and it serves as a
starting point for working with an Ozobot. More sets can be used with
larger groups of children allowing for more collaboration amongst groups
of children. The set can also be put in a shelf in the kindergarten and
children can play with it in small groups without the need of an educator.
1

https://www.tts-international.com/bee-bot-programmable-floor-robot/1015268.html
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The set contains wooden jigsaw puzzle pieces with lines on them that the
Ozobot can follow. The pieces come in two diﬀerent sizes and shapes:
longer „rails“ that allow to create simple straightforward pathways and
smaller square pieces that allow for turnings. This way, children can get
to know how Ozobot works and experiment with pathways by (re-)
arranging the pieces in diﬀerent ways.
The set contains:
• one Ozobot2 and USB power wire,
• 35 wooden jigsaw puzzle pieces (14 „rails“ and 14 square „turnings“),
• Color code markers,
• further space for further equipment such as Ozobot skins3, small
cups, or alike.

Figure 3: The SEEDS - Ozobot set

2.3. Physical robots - do it yourself!
The SEEDS physical robot sets are designed in a way that it helps
children to understand the basic functionality of an existing robot
technology in a rather closed environment while at the same time it
opens up a little space to start working with it creatively. Already now but
2

https://ozobot.com/

e.g. a unicorn skin:
https://shop.ozobot.com/collections/all/products/unicorn-wearable-skin
3
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Figure 4: The template for the jigsaw puzzle pieces

more in the (near) future, there are and will be many more physical robots
for children on the market, such as Botley, Ozmo, etc. The SEEDS
physical robots sets are designed in a way that they oﬀer a basic
pathway that a robot can „walk“ on, which can be adjusted according to
the robot’s step size or other aﬀordances. Therefore, we invite everybody
who has access to machines to create their own sets - in this case you
need a laser-cutter - by adjusting the open source files (see figure 4).
Further we would like to encourage you to share your own designs and
ideas with others.

3. The SEEDS toolkit :: electrical circuit sets
The SEEDS electrical circuit sets contain resource materials that were
developed for using small electronic parts that can be purchased in
stores or online. The aim was to develop resource materials and best
practice examples on how to work with electronic materials in
kindergartens. Further, the materials support the SEEDS pedagogy.

3.1. Electrical circuits - the e-jigsaw puzzle
The e-jigsaw puzzle set is a blank jigsaw puzzle that is to be painted and
equipped with a simple electrical circuit (LED, batterie, and copper tape)
by children. Preschoolers can create their own painting and light it up at
one point in the picture by building an electrical circuit using the resource
materials. Children can then do their personal jigsaw puzzle again and
again while exploring electrical circuits.
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Figure 5: Example of an e-jigsaw puzzle

The set contains:
• one pre-cut wooden jigsaw puzzle with six pieces with white paper
glued on top,
• one LED,
• a large piece of copper tape,
• a 1.5 V coin cell battery (CR2032).
Alternatively, instead of white paper glued on the jigsaw puzzle, it can be
spray-painted with blackboard paint in order to create new designs again
and again.

3.2. Electrical circuits - paper circuits and further do it
yourself ideas
A simpler version of the jigsaw puzzle can be created as paper circuits
that allow for own designs as well. You can either use designs from the
10

internet4 or create own ones. Paper circuits allow children to explore
electrical circuits actively while designing e.g. post cards.
The set contains:
• (Pre-designed) paper or cardboard,
• one or two LEDs,
• a large piece of copper tape,
• a 1.5 V coin cell battery (CR2032).
Paper circuits can be designed for postcards that children paint and
equip with a simple electrical circuit (LED, batterie, and copper tape).
Preschoolers can create their own painting and light it up at one point in
their picture by building an electrical circuit using the resource materials.

Figure 6: Paper circuits from www.makerspaces.org

You can find nice templates here:
https://www.makerspaces.com/make-christmas-light-up-cards/
4
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PART B :
Fundamentals of
the SEEDS toolkit
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In this secSon we would like to give some short insights of the core ideas that we
followed when we designed the SEEDS toolkit. The ideas are based on long Sme
working in research and developing construcSon kits for educaSonal segngs,
such as the EduWear construcSon kit and the EduFab construcSon kit5 . The
SEEDS toolkit has been developed iteraSvely by implemenSng design ideas from
teacher trainings and then tests in the kindergartens and valuable feedback from
the target group itself.
We wanted the toolkit to be
• Easy to use for children and teachers,
• A starSng point to work and to create with,
• Non-expensive (where possible),
• Open educaSonal resources,
• Further designed and developed by anybody who can and wants to,
• Adjustable to diﬀerent (upcoming) technology, such as diﬀerent toy robots,
• Easy and as non-expensive as possible to produce it yourself.
Working with the toolkit should oﬀer
• Fun acSviSes for children and teachers,
• Many diﬀerent ways to use it,
• PossibiliSes to become creaSve with technology and produce something,
• Fast ﬁrst senses of achievements.
The SEEDS toolkit was developed as as starSng point to work with technology in
preschools and kindergartens in an experimenSng community. It is supposed to
be used in a way that guides teachers and children together from the point
where they ask: „What can these technologies do?“ to „What else can these
technologies do?“ to „What do we want these technologies to do?“ and ﬁnally to
the point where it starts over again in a new segng asking "What else do we
want the technology to do?"6
If you want to further create this toolkit, please keep our fundamentals in mind.
Follow our path and share it with the community.
Here, we will keep our descriptions non-scientific. If you are interested in the research part,
please have a look here: https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3335055.3335064 (march 2020)
5

6

For more information see the document that describes the SEEDS Bee-Bot workshop.
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PART C :
ProducSon and
further development of
the SEEDS toolkit
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In this part of this document you will ﬁnd all manuals on how the toolkit can be
produced in a fabricaSon laboratory (FabLab) or makerspace, and how it could
be adapted or extended to ﬁt your wishes and needs. You will ﬁnd the list of all
source ﬁles, that you will need to create wooden parts using the laser-cu0er.
Further, you will ﬁnd buying list that should help to ﬁnd the appropriate resource
materials online in Europe.
As menSoned before, the SEEDS toolkit is designed as open educaSonal
resource, so you can produce your own parts of it and also further develop it.
For all parts that are made of wood, namely the physical robot sets and the ejigsaw puzzle, you need to have access to a laser-cu0er. FabLabs or Makerspaces
usually oﬀer the possibility to use a laser-cu0er for such needs. You will ﬁnd out
where to ﬁnd those places in the internet7 . Here, you will ﬁnd the informaSon
you need to go to a FabLab and let people there know what you need. For the
paper circuits we prepared a buying list and link to some exisSng examples that
you can use as a starSng point. Finally, in all cases it is up to you and your
creaSvity to make your own sets!

1. General guidelines for working with the laser-cutter
For the development of the SEEDS toolkit wooden parts we have used the Epilog
Zing 30 Laser Cu0er. All laser-cu0ers are diﬀerent, please make sure to adjust
your segngs and make some tests before building the sets. Materials we used
were 3mm medium-density ﬁberboard (mdf) of a size of 500mm x 250 mm.
Please make sure that the laser-cu0er supports this size of the board. All SEEDS
cugng ﬁles are adjusted to this size. The laser segngs we used were the
following ones:
• Only follow strokes
• Red lines: Cut (Power: 100, Speed: 50, Focus: 0)
• Blue lines : Mark (Power: 30, Speed: 95, Focus: -7)
• Green: DON’T CUT (only for measurements)
• Black: DON’T CUT (only for names and descripSon of the parts)

7

FabLabs can be found here: https://www.fablabs.io/
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2. The Bee-Bot Set: cut and set up
In this secSon you will ﬁnd all informaSon on how
to create your own Bee-Bot box using a lasercu0er.
The Bee-Bot set contains the following parts:
• 1 x BeeBot Box
• 21 x Pieces of the puzzle
• 44 x NavigaSon plates
(18 x strait, 11 x lep,
11 x right, 2 x clear, 2 x go)
Figure 7: The SEEDS Bee-Bot® set

The materials you need to cut and set up your own
Bee-Bot box are:
• 11 x medium-density ﬁberboard (3mm x 500mm x 250mm)
• (wood) Glue
• Tape
• Blackboard spray-paint
The ﬁles that you need to create to the SEEDS BeeBot box are:
• seeds_beebot_box_part_1.svg
• seeds_beebot_box_part_2.svg
• seeds_beebot_box_part_3.svg
• seeds_beebot_3x_pieces_puzzle.svg
• seeds_beebot_navigaSon_plates.svg

Figure 8: Cugng the box for
the SEEDS Bee-Bot® set

Cut the pieces of the puzzle:
• Open the ﬁle: seeds_beebot_3x_pieces_puzzle.svg (e.g. using the open source
sopware „Inkscape“ or ask the people in the FabLab)
• The ﬁle includes three pieces of the puzzle, so you have to cut seven Smes to
get the 21 parts. You will need seven medium-density ﬁberboards (mdf) of the
size of 250mm x 500mm. Make sure to cut the red strokes only (see general
guidelines for working with the laser-cu0er)
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Cut the navigaSon plates:
• Open the ﬁle seeds_beebot_navigaSon_plates.svg
and cut. Make sure to use the red strokes for
cugng and the blue strokes for marking. You need
one mdf panel for the plates.
Figure 9: The navigaSon plates
of the SEEDS Bee-Bot® set

Cut the parts for the Box
• Cut the following three ﬁles:
seeds_beebot_box_part_1.svg
seeds_beebot_box_part_2.svg
seeds_beebot_box_part_3.svg
• Always make sure to cut only the red strokes and mark the blue strokes.

You are done cugng! The smoky smell will disappear aper some Sme. Anyhow,
it will be a good idea to wipe the smoulder oﬀ the pieces. Now, you sSll need to
paint some pieces of the puzzle and to glue the box.

Blackboard spray paint:
• The BeeBot set includes six black board pieces of the puzzle. Take six of the 21
cut pieces and spray three layers of paint. Make sure to spray outside and use
some cover to protect the ﬂoor.

Figure 10: Coloring the jigsaw puzzle pieces of
the SEEDS Bee-Bot® set with black board paint
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• Glue the box:
Step 1:
Lay down all parts of the box. Put the glue and the tape next to it.

Walls

Left

Back

Bottom

Right

Top

Front

Figure 11: All parts for the box
of the SEEDS Bee-Bot® set
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Step 2:
Glue the middle secSon

Wall 1

Wall 1

Bottom

2

1

Wall 3
Wall 2
Wall 1
Wall 1

3

Bottom

4

Wall 2
Bottom

Figure 12: Glueing together the
parts of the SEEDS Bee-Bot® set
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Step 3:
Glue the sides. Be aware that EXPRESS on your glue might really mean EXPRESS
and dry so fast that you are not allowed to make any mistake. Use regular wood
glue instead.

Left

Bottom

Back

5
6
Right

Figure 13: Glueing together the
parts of the SEEDS Bee-Bot® set

7
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Step 4:
Use tape to make sure the sides of the box sScks together. Make sure to stretch
the tape enough to create pressure for a strong glue connecSon.

8

9
Figure 14: CompleSng the
box of the SEEDS Bee-Bot®

Step 5:
Wait at least one hour unSl the glue is completely dry. Then you can remove the
tape. The box is done. You can put the contents inside.

Figure 15: The ﬁnal SEEDS Bee-Bot® set
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• Fill the box:
Fill the box with the pieces of the puzzle and the navigaSon plates. Add the
Bee-Bot, chalk and cloth, as well as any addiSonal stuﬀ you want. See the
shopping list in the appendix.

3. The Ozobot Set: cut and set up
In this secSon you will ﬁnd all informaSon on how to create your own Ozobot
box using a laser-cu0er.
The Ozobot set contains the following
parts:
• 1 x Ozobot Box
• 14 x Rails
• 14 x Turnings
(6 x straight, 4 x lep, 4 x right)
The materials you need to cut and
set up your own Ozobot box are:
• 4 x medium-density ﬁberboard
(3mm x 500mm x 250mm)
• (wood) Glue
• Tape

Figure 16: The SEEDS Ozobot set

The ﬁles that you need to create your SEEDS Ozobot box are:
• seeds_ozobot_box_part_1.svg
• seeds_ozobot_box_part_2.svg
• seeds_ozobot_rails.svg
• seeds_ozobot_turnings.svg
Cut the rails:
• Open the ﬁle: seeds_ozobot_rails.svg (e.g. using the open source sopware
„Inkscape“ or ask the people in the FabLab)
• The ﬁle includes seven rails, so you need to cut it twice.
• You will need more than one medium-density ﬁberboard (mdf) of the size of
250mm x 500mm. Make sure to cut only the red strokes and mark the blue
strokes (see above).
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Cut the turnings:
• Open the ﬁle: seeds_ozobot_turnings.svg and cut. Again, make sure to cut only
the red strokes and mark the blue strokes. You can take the rest of the board
from cugng the rails.
Cut the parts for the box
• Cut the following three ﬁles:
seeds_ozobot_box_part_1.svg
seeds_ozobot_box_part_2.svg
• Always make sure to cut only the red strokes and mark the blue strokes.
You are done cugng! The smoky smell will disappear aper some Sme. Anyhow,
it will be a good idea to wipe the smoulder oﬀ the pieces.
Glue the box:
• Set up your box by following the tutorial above for the Bee-Bot box. Here, you
just have more walls to glue, the rest is the same.

Figure 17: Glueing together the
parts of the SEEDS Ozobot set
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APPENDIX:
Shopping lists
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Shopping lists:
A. The Bee-Bot set
Description

Quantity
1

Bee-Bot
Medium-density
fibreboard

Cost per
piece

Store

80 € https://www.tts-international.com/bee-bot-programmablefloor-robot/1015268.html
0,75 € https://www.modulor.de/en/mdf-brown-uncoated-3-0-x-250x-500-mm.html

7x
250mm x
500mm x
3 mm

Blackboard
paint spray

1

8 € https://craftelier.com/en-ie/pinty-plus-black-board-paint.html

Chalk

1

1 € Any art supplies shop will have.

Cloth

1 -

You can cut an old cloth.

B. The Ozobot set
Description

Quantity

1 From 60€

Ozobot 2.0
Medium-density
fibreboard

Cost per
piece

Store
https://www.backwinkel.de/ozobot-bit-2-0-starter-pack.html

0,75 € https://www.modulor.de/en/mdf-brown-uncoated-3-0-x-250x-500-mm.html

4x
250mm x
500mm x
3 mm

C. Electrical circuit sets:
Description

Quantity

Copper tape

LEDs

Coin cell
batteries
(CR2032)
Paper board or
white paper

Cost per
piece
1

31 € https://www.conrad.com/p/3m-scotch-1181-11816-shieldingtape-scotch-1181-copper-l-x-w-165-m-x-6-mm-165m-541299

100 0,35€
Get a lot
cheaper
the more
you buy!
One for
each kid

Store

1€
(in big
packs)

https://www.conrad.com/p/kingbright-l-53syc-led-wiredyellow-circular-5-mm-1300-mcd-30-20-ma-2-v-180197

https://www.conrad.com/p/hycell-cr2032-button-cell-cr2032lithium-200-mah-3-v-6-pcs-1541508
Any art supplies shop will have.
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